Correct academic dress (degree candidates)

**CAP**
- Bachelor, honours and master’s degrees: Black
- Doctoral degrees: Cardinal red

**TASSEL**
- Bachelor, honours and master’s degrees: Black; tassel draped to the left
- Doctoral degrees: Tassel in the colour of the college concerned and draped to the left

**HOOD**
- Bachelor, honours, master’s and doctoral degrees

**GOWN**
- Bachelor, honours and master’s degrees: Black, the same pattern as a Master of Arts gown of the University of Oxford or Cambridge
- Doctoral degrees: Cardinal red with open sleeves lined in cardinal red

Ensure that your hood is the correct colour and design for your qualification.

Failure to wear the correct academic dress could result in you not being admitted into the graduation hall.

The information contained in this brochure was correct at the time of publication (5 October 2015).